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“Learning without thinking is useless; 

thinking without learning is dangerous.”



Recombinant DNA

is a DNA molecule put together in vitro from
different sources.

The exact sequence is not isolated from nature.

The sources of DNA can be different species, or
different genes within a species.

The goal: to manipulate DNA and to make it
replicate or function in a new host or in a
new way.



Factors needed for RNA 

recombination technology

1) restriction enzymes 

2) DNA ligase

3) cloning vectors

4) DNA polymerase 

5) bacterial cells



Recombinant DNA Technology: 

 DNA is purified from cells or tissues

 Enzymes are used to cut DNA molecules 
and join them together

 DNA is transferred into a host cell 
(transformation)

 DNA is replicated in host cells

If appropriate sequences are present, the 
gene may be transcribed and translated to 
protein



Creating recombinant DNA molecules

The DNA of interest (target) is cut into pieces 
with a restriction enzyme.

The vector DNA is also cut with the same
restriction enzyme. 

Vector DNA is a shuttle for moving and copying the 

DNA fragment of interest.

The cut target is combined with the cut vector.

The complementary (sticky) ends of the DNAs 
bind and DNA ligase re-attaches the sugar-
phosphate backbone of the DNA.



Vectors
DNA molecules that can be moved into and replicated in 

an organism.  

Serve  as shuttles for moving and copying another DNA 

fragment or gene.   

Are classified by the organisms which replicate the vector 

and the size of DNA that can be inserted

Vector host

Size of insert 

accepted (kb)

Plasmid E. coli < 15

Bacteriophage E. coli < 90

Bacterial artificial 

chromosome (BAC)

E. coli 100-500

Yeast artificial 

chromosome (YAC)

Yeast 250-1,000



Selecting cells with vectors

Vectors are commonly engineered to carry 
antibiotic resistance genes.  

Host bacteria die in the presence of antibiotic.  

Bacteria harboring the vector survive.

Growing cells on media with antibiotics ensures 
that all growing cells must carry the vector.



Structure of a Plasmid

Origin of DNA replication

Gene for Ampicillin

resistance

EcoR1 restriction site

Hind III restriction 

site

Gene for 

Tetracycline 

resistance

DNA double 

helix

Origin of DNA replication



Insertion of DNA into a plasmid

Plasmid DNA
DNA fragment to 

be cloned

Cleavage with 

restriction enzyme

Covalent linkage 

by DNA ligase



Cloning of a DNA fragment

bacterium

Recombinant 

plasmid DNA

Cell culture 

produces millions 

of bacteria

Many copies 

of purified 

plasmid from 

lysed bacteria



DNA cloned into a plasmid vector is transformed 

into E. coli:
The antibiotic 

resistance gene 

allows selection for 

the few cells that 

take up DNA. 

Growing cells on 

media with 

antibiotics ensures 

that all growing cells 

must carry the 

vector.

Each colony is a clone containing 

millions of cells.

Each cell contains hundreds of copies 

of the plasmid with the DNA-of-

interest!

NO AMP WITH AMP



Restriction enzymes

digest DNA at specific sequences. 

The digestion products are predictable:

Defined ends

Restriction-enzyme

recognition sequences

DNA

EcoRI



The ends – sticky ends, will be the same regardless of 

the source of DNA

Hybrid molecules can form between any two fragments:

Sticky end

DNA fragment

from another source
Two fragments stick

together by base

pairing



DNA ligase will 

seal the 

phosphodiester 

backbone:

Sticky end

DNA fragment

from another source
Two fragments 

Stick together by 

Base pairing

DNA ligase 

links

the strands 

together

The result is a Recombinant DNA molecule



Selecting recombinant molecules

Three types of cells can result from attempt 
to introduce a DNA molecule into a 

bacterial cell:

1.Cells without vector

1.Cells with vector with no inserted DNA

1.Cells with vector with inserted DNA



Applications of recombinant DNA

1. To study the biochemical properties or 
genetic pathways of a protein

2. To  produce a particular protein in large 
quantities

Insulin is made in bacteria for diabetics.

Human growth hormone is produced to treat 
pituitary dwarfism in children.

3. Modify an organism

Bt gene from Bacillus thuringiensis is a pesticide 

introduced into corn and soybeans.



Expression cloning of normal gene products to 

produce medically valuable gene products

Gene product Used to treat

Blood clotting factors Hemophilia

Erythropoietin Anemia

Insulin Diabetes

Growth Hormone GH deficiency

Various interferons Infections

Interleukin-2 Renal cell carcinoma

DNase Cystic fibrosis



Discovered in 1921

Produced from pancreas of cattle and pigs

Recombinant human insulin - the first

genetically engineered, synthetic “human”

insulin was produced in 1978 using E. coli -

Eli Lilly



Treatment of children suffering from growth deficiency

Treatment of patients with Tumer’s syndrome

Bovine somatotropin hormone is used to increases milk 

production in lactating cows and also to increase 

body mass of cattles.



Genomic library is a collection of the total genomic DNA from a 

single organism. The DNA is stored in identical vectors each 

containing a different fragment of DNA. 



Transgenic animals
organisms in whose genome a foreign gene is 
introduced by recombinant DNA technology

are most commonly created by the microinjection 
of DNA into the pronuclei of a fertilized egg which 
is subsequently implanted into the oviduct of a 
pseudopregnant surrogate mother 

•Serve as model for 

human diseases

•Production of proteins 

in milk, egg, meat





Knockout animals
an existing gene is inactivated, or "knocked out“ 

and is replaced with an artificial piece of DNA.

Genetically engineered animals with suppressed 
expression of a gene

Mario R. Capecchi Sir Martin J. Evans Oliver Smithies 

Nobel Prize, 2007 



Knockout

technology



GENE THERAPY

a defective mutant allele is replaced with a functional one by 

insertion of genes into an individual's cells and tissues to treat 

a disease



Therapeutic genes are introduced:

✓ex vivo - patient’s own cells are removed

from his body, transformed in vitro, selected,

cloned and then returned in the patient’s

organism

✓in vivo - cloned normal genes are introduced

directly in patient’s cells; suitable for defective

cells which are not easy to removed from the

body (brain cells)

therapeutic genes are introduced in target 

cells by  vectors (viruses)



Gene therapy

Delivery of :

normal genes – to substitute the defective ones;

abnormal genes – to block excessive replication 

(HIV);

protective genes – to block abnormal development of 

cells with malignant potential  

In target cells the therapeutic genes do:

1. integrate in host DNA with stable and long term 

expression – side effects – cell death  in case they displace an 

important gene; activation of oncogenes or inactivation of 

tumor suppressor

2. not integrate –

side effect – short term action



Somatic cell gene therapy
Therapeutic genes are transferred into somatic cells

(bone marrow, blood. skin, etc.)

Not inherited in next generations

Germ line gene therapy
Therapeutic genes are transferred into germ cells

(eggs, sperms)

Inherited in next generations

NOT ALLOWED IN HUMANS!



Vectors for gene therapy

Viruses
Plasmids
Direct delivery \injection\ of DNA in tissues 
(muscle, liver, pancreas) – helium gene gun;
 receptor-mediated endocytosis;
DNA packed in liposomes – manmade spherical vesicle 
with synthetic bilayer lipid wall

DIRECT delivery

Ethical issues - germ cell gene therapy





с





CLINICAL SUCCESS

1990 – USA, severe combined 

immunodeficiency

2006 – USA, metastatic melanoma

2007 – UK, first gene therapy trial for 

inherited retinal disease


